RESTAURANT TOUR
ODA CITY

大田市 食堂散歩

Oda city is a place of great history and natural beauty!
The city presents unique treasures throughout all four seasons of the year

From the mountains to the sea – Oda has so much to offer!

Oda, Nima, Sanbe, Yunotsu and
Omori to visit!
Lato-chan

ODA

OKONOMIYAKI OLIVE お好み焼き
居酒屋 オリーブ
Location

Site
Specialist in Okonomiyaki from Kansai area and
Hiroshima, they have some special different
okonomiyaki and the client can make it by their
self. Monjyayaki is available too.
You can add some different ingredient.

YAKINIKU-YA SAKAI 焼肉屋さかい

OSHOKUJIDOKORO AKARI
お食事処 灯～あかり～
Location

Site
Location

Site

Barbecue for family and friends, delicious, cheep
and everybody can have fun!!!
The best juicy meat in the region.

Since barbecue, they have some different dishes as
Teishoku, Oden or Noodles. The oden is all year
available. Bowl Bibimbap is famous for women.

KYOTO LAMEN TORINOSUKE

SANUKI UDON AMAGIRI

京都らーめん とりの助

さぬきうどん 天霧
Location

Site
Location

Site

Special lamen with topping and vegetables. The
soup is made by chicken. Daily set meal and the
client can ask including the lamen as set.

The noodles is made in the morning and this is the
big difference, fresh soap and Unagi set meal. All
set come with udon.

TAKETAYA HONPO YAKINIKU

HEIWATEI SOBA DINING

竹田屋本舗 焼き肉

へいわてい ちりそば処

Location

Location

Site
Barbecue, the miso source is homemade.
Horumonyaki is the best. You can remember
Showa era coming to Taketaya, just sit on the
tatami and enjoy the time.

Site
Specialist in soba for more than 60 years, the
famous one is Chirisoba with vegetables and sea
food soup. Set meal is available too, there is a
difference in lunch and dinner menu.

KAPPOU AMAKUSA 割烹 天草

ODA PASTRAL 大田パストラル

Location

Site
Location

Site

Close to the Oda City Hall, it is a quiet place to have
very fresh sea food for lunch or dinner. Tatami room
available too. Set meal are the best option for you that
want to try a Japanese food.

Big space and different menu for parties or just for the
lunch. The client can ask for a party just telling us the
price that they can afford and we will make it.

KORYORI YAMAME 小料理 山女

NIHON RYOURI HATANO
日本料理 はたの

Location

Location

Site
Site
The Cherry Salmon and the wasabi are made in the
restaurant’ aquarium that is why it is so fresh. Just
try the sashimi or the yamame fish grill. Close to
the Odashi train station.

CAFE GOHAN READ cafe ごはん Read

Location

SOBA DOKORO HANAIKADA ODA
そば処 はないかだ

Site

Big menu with curry, pasta, sweets and drinks. The
ambient was created sophisticated way, just check
the dishes and the cups, they are beautiful.

RIM SHOT

Using local vegetables and fish, they provide
special meals as banquet for the lunch and dinner
time or the client can ask for “all you can eat”
system to enjoy the time and have a good time.

リムショット

Location

Site

The soba is made by the owner, this is the Oda’s
restaurant, they have another one in Sanbe as well

BAKERY SOLCE VITA
ドルチェ・ビータ

Location

Location
Site
Site

The bar where you can hear good music and drink.
Tables and counter available. They do some live
show, just check the schedule so you do not miss
it. Open until 03:00am.

Reopened place for you to have the best sweets
from Oda. They were located in the city center and
now they opened a bigger space to serve the
customers.

KAISEN KAPPOU ASAHI 海鮮割烹 朝日

MICHI-NO-EKI ROAD GINZAN
道の駅 ロード銀山
Location

Site
Location

Site

Close to the Oda port, everybody can enjoy fresh
sea food from the day as teishoku or sea food
“don” it is rice and the sea food on top of it. Squid
don is the famous one.

A place to relax while traveling, the famous Anago
fish is waiting for you. A lot of omiyage as sweets,
foods, drinks, keyholders, pen etc made using the
Oda’s mascot Lato-chan as model.

KANEKO RYOKAN 海の宿 金子旅館

TAKEDA RYOKAN 武田旅館

Location

Site

Have a fresh sea food looking to the Japan Sea
from the tables or make your barbecue during the
summer time in the terrace outside. Hekayaki fish
soup is the best choice.

SUIMEIKAN 水明館

Location

Site

Japanese style Hotel with banquet made by fresh
sea food. You can enjoy all the meal looking to the
beautiful Japanese sea and have a good time.

WADA CHINMI 和田珍味

Location

Location

Site

It is possible to make barbecue during the summer
time in the external part of the Hotel, you can enjoy
the water, make your on food as the same time.

SEASONS’ DINING DAN DAN
Seasons’ Dining 暖 DAN

Location

Site

90 minutes for all you can eat, fresh sea food and
meat like barbecue. The restaurant has some dry
fish made by then.

RYOSHI RYORI KATSUMI 漁師料理 活海

Site

Some tables are in front of the window so
everybody can eat and look to the Japanese sea
eating the best blowfish as ochazuke with rice and
Japanese tea. Blowfish soap is famous too.

Location

Site

Specialist in sea food, fresh anago fish, the menu
changes according to the year time. Sashimi set is
the best option.

YUUDUKIAN 夕月庵

PETIT LUXE プチ リュクス

Location

Site
Famous Japanese wagyu and pork meat used to
make delicious meals. The tables and chairs are on
the tatami, you can enjoy the Japanese style but
sits comfortably and do not get your feet painful.
Spaces for parties.

IZAKAYA KOHARU 居酒屋 小春

Location

Site

Small bar with Japanese famous oden and a lot of
different kind of drink to choose and drink. Come
to have a good time sitting on the counter and talk
with friends.

YELLOW CARD イエローカード

Site

Location

Small sweets made by Ms.Ono she wanted a
dream to have your own pastry shop

SHUKOU YAMASAKI 旬肴 やまさ季

Location

Site

Calm place to relax and enjoy the big menu list. It
needs to be reserved. Check the bottles on the
wall, the decoration is beautiful.

SNACK KOIBITO スナックこいびと
Location

Site
Location

Site

A bar to have a good time with friends, the wall,
counter and the chairs are charming. You can try
some different drinks that is available on the menu.

MEN-YA MATSU 麵屋 松

Location

Site

Soy source lamen, chicken set meal or Matsu
original curry are the speciality. The restaurant is
located in the 9 road, easy place to find.

Just a place to have some drinks and talk with
friends. The sofas and chairs are red color and it
makes the place very charming. The bar is close
to the Oda train station.

STAY&CAFE WAMOTO

Location

Site

Juicy big hamburger, curry and hot dog. A place in
front of the port in Oda. Just check the menu to
find what you hungry of.

YUKIMI-INN 大田市ゲストハウス 雪見院

SNACK MAMI スナック まみ
Location

Site
Location

Site

Just come to have set meal with a drink and 2
plates. Good place to make international new
friends, you can stay in the capsule hotel available
in 2 floors.

PEPPER MINT ペパーミント

A lot of different type of alcohol and drinks. The
food is handmade by the “mama”. Close to the
Oda train station. You can have a very good time
enjoying the “all you can drink” system.

IZAKAYA RAKU 居酒屋 楽
Location

Site
Location

Site

The staffs are happy and waiting for you to drink
and have a good time with friends in this gorgeous
place and ambient.

IZAKAYA LUPIN 居酒屋 ルパン

The Japanese korokke “croquette” are
recommended as the best meal, it is made
by potaoes and fried. Tenpura “deep fried”
anago fish is the another famous dish.

SNACK CHIAKI プレミアムスナック千秋の店

Location

Location

Site

Site
A very hide, charming and gorgeous place to have
delicious set meals and drink with important
people for you. You will not believe that you are in
Oda. Banquet is available.

SNACK HANA すなっく華

Food, drinks and karaoke with a small stage to
the people who love singing. Charming space to
enjoy and have a good night talking and having
fun. Close to the Oda train station.

SHOT BAR SION ショットバーシオン

Location

Site
Location
A place to have fun and drink. You can make you
party here with you friends and have a good time.
Close to the Oda train station. Sofas and counter
are available.

Site

Charming bar close to the Oda train station on the
2o floor. The bar is made by wood. Just ask for a
different drink and enjoy the time here.

OFUKURO おふくろ

CAFE BAR LIRA カフェバーりら

Location
Location
Site
Site
Hard to find the bar, it is getting covered by the
plant outside, but it is very charming. Just come to
enjoy some drinks and have a good time. Very
calm and quiet place to be.

Set meal very volumy or you can ask for bento for
you lunch time during the working days. There is a
small space with tatami so you can enjoy your
“teishoku”. In front of the “Gooday supermarket”.

IZAKAYA AJITAIRA 居酒屋味平

FUKUJYUAN 福寿庵
Location

Site

Location

Site

Alone or with your friends, it is a good place to
drink and have a good time. Since sashimi set meal
and meat as “yakitori”.

KAGURA

Specialist in soba made by hand on the day.
Oyakodon is very famous. There are tables on
tatami or counters waiting for you. Close to the
gooday supermarket.

PUB&RESTAURANT KAIDAN
パブ＆レストラン かいだん
Location

Site
Location

Site

Too many bottles and different drinks do enjoy. It
is a little bit dark and charming place. Close to the
Oda train station, opened until 00:00 to assist you
and your friends.

Another charming place to have fun and drink with
friends. Tables and counter are available. A lot of
different drinks, just come to have a good time
with friends.

RETASHABU-YA BOO

LUCK LUCK リラク＆カフェ ラックラック

レタしゃぶ屋 BOO～ぶう～
Location

Site
Location
Hot pot dish “shabu shabu” for 1 or group of
people. Very small place that you can reserve just
for you and your friends. Close to the Odashi train
station.

Site

A 140 years old house reformed to make a new
restaurant close to the Gooday supermarket. Live
music and fun. Enjoy your time.

TAKUMI 季節料理 匠

Location

Site

QUEENS CAFE クインズカフェ

Site

Location

The menu change according to the season,
banquette and set meal. They can open for
booking on Sunday nights, just ask for it.

Close to the Odashi train station, the egg rice can
be with meat, shrimp or fish, just choose yours
flavour. Always opened, it is close just for New Year
time.

HAKKENDEN 八剣伝

KIN’S ケインズ

Location

Location

Site

Site

Specialist in charcoal grill “yakitori”, it is a good
place to drink and talk have fun with friends. The
yakitori match with a very cold beer, just try it.
Close to the City Hall. Open until 02:00 am. They
have tables and tatami space.

The “mama” is always smiling and waiting for the
clients to have a good time drink. You can keep you
bottle in the bar for a fixed price. All you can drink
is the best option who want to enjoy the night.

PIZZA DELIVERY ピザデリバリー

FUFU LAMEN 風風ラーメン

Whatsapp: 080-6336-5883
The menu changes every
week. Just check it out!
Just for delivery or take away in a combined
location . It is a Brazilian pizza made by a Brazilian
guy that lives and work in Oda. You can also ask to
divide the pizza in 2 flavour. Very lovumy, you will
enjoy it with friends or family. Please use “yasashii
nihongo” to send the message for ordering. He
cannot read or write Kanjis.

The Tonkotsu lamen were born in Fukuoka, but it
is very famous in Oda as well. They have a lamen
without soup, it called “Secret abura soba”.

KISSA CHATTY 喫茶チャティー

NODOGURO のどぐろ

Site

Location

Location

Site
Location

Site

For morning menu, they have sandwich, salad,
misoshiru and coffee or tea in a set meal. It is a very
charming and cute place on road 9, very easy to
find.

Special meat used for the karaage “fried chicken”
and handmade source created for Okonomiyaki
“pan-fried dish”. Close to the Kute beach, just come
to enjoy good food and have fun. Opened just for
3 hours per day.

KASUGA 日本料理 春日

OCIDENTAL FOOD FUKU 洋食屋 FUKU

Location

Site
Very close to the City Hall, the menu changes every
single day. The place will be the best option who
want to have Japanese Washoku “Japanese set
meal” in a sophisticated way. Just come to try this
beautiful plates.

YORONOTAKI 養老乃瀧

Location

Site

Bid brinks menu. The yakitori is the famous meal.
Just come to enjoy the time with you friends or
family on tatami tables. You can have the iron plate
that is very volumy.

OSAKA OSHO 大阪王将

Location

Site

Famous for the special gyoza that is made every
day by the central restaurant. The local is on the
road 9, very easy to find. 70 spaces are available for
a big group of people.

IZAKAYA SAKAMORI 居酒屋 さか盛
Location

Site
Anago fish fried and chicken sliced as sashimi are
the speciality. They use just local fresh food to
make the all menu, come to try it. Special space to
eat and drink comfortably.

Location

Site

Enjoy the sophisticated menu that was trained in
Kyoto. The lunch menu changes after one week.
You can ask for special set meal at night. A la carte
menu available as well.

BAD BACCHUS バッド バッカス

Location

Site

The small bar is waiting for you in front of the
Sanbegawa river. Counter is available for fill people
to enjoy the night and drink.

BEER BOY 麦酒坊主 ビールボーイ

Site

Location

Special kansai okonomiyaki (pan-dried dish) is
available to enjoy for lunch or dinner time. Close
to the Odashi train station.

IZAKAYA SAKURA 居酒屋 さくら
Location

Site
The recommended plate is shrimp fried made by
fresh sea food. A place to eat great food and drink
having fun. The sushi set meal is waiting for you.
Tatami small space available for groups, the light is
a little bit dark to keep the mood.

SOCIAL SALON ASUKA
ソシアル サルーン 飛鳥（あすか）

COFFEE SAKAI さかい珈琲
Location
Site

Site

Location

The girls are waiting for you to drink, sign and talk
about everything. Sofa and counter are available to
enjoy this funny and cool place in Oda.

SNACK AOI スナック葵

The restaurant is located on road 9. The “Angel
pancake macadamia nut cream” is a very very soft
pancake with nut cream on top. This pancake is
created by the owner. A la carte menu or set meals
are available too. Come to enjoy this big place.

SNACK KAORI スナック かおり

Location

Site
Sophisticated bar that do not worry if you are man
or woman, if you are coming alone or with your
friends, the staffs are waiting for you to drink and
talk and have fun. Come to enjoy the big drinks
menu and relax forgetting your problems.

Location

Site

A place to relax and call your home. The counter is
available upstairs. A small room on downstairs for
karaoke party and drink with your friends.

ARIESU アリエス

BOCHAN 坊っちゃん

Location

Location

Site

Site
During the lunch time it is karaoke and they have
set meal that changes daily. At night it is a snack to
enjoy the “all you can drink” system for 90 minutes
and have fun with your friends. The soap with meat
in a big pot is famous.

Tables, tatami and counter available. The menu is
very extended and you can find what to have for
sure. Known for the udon and soba, but the set
meal is also very delicious. Mama is so kind and
will talk to you to be your friend! Just come to try
a very volumy set meal and have a good time.

KATAYAMA 飲酒かたやま

NILSON CAFE ニルソン カフェ
Location

Location

Site
Known for the charcoal grill, It is a space to drink
and eat good food with you family or friends. Keep
you bottle and enjoy the set sushi meal, special
salad or rice bowl with Japanese tea. Small tables
are available.

Site

Dogs are welcome to this beautiful café in front of
the Japanese sea. Everybody loves the chicken
curry with butter.

IZAKAYA YASUBE 居酒屋 安兵衛

TOKYOTEI 東京亭

Location

Location

Site

Site

The chicken karaage is recommended by the
owner. Very Japanese style bar, tables on tatami are
available to drink, talk and have fun with friends
eating good food, Japanese set meal.

Specialist in “nigiri sushi”, the big menu is available
for set meal using very fresh sea food. Japanese
style restaurant, it is open just for dinner time.

TRATTORIA GABACHO

YAKITORIYA KINKAI MARU

トラットリア ガバチョ

やきとり屋 錦海まる
Location

Site
Location

Site

Small space, but close to Italian style. They have
not just pasta but chicken fries and potatoes.

NAGOYA 奈古也

Very small space, but specialist in yakitori. People
who lives in Oda known this place. Close to
Sanbegawa river. Open just for dinner time, just
come to enjoy the time and drink with friends.

SASAKI 海の店 ささき
Location
Location
Site
Site

Known for the “shabu shabu pot”, it is Japanese
style meat and vegetables to be cooked in a water
using a big pot by the client. You can also ask for
the set menu to take away and eat in your place.

In front of the sea, the set meal always come with
delicious sashimi and misoshiru that changes
every single day. Anago bowl is the best option to
take away. Try this very fresh sea food.

CAFÉ&PASTA PICCOLINO

CUCINA CANTARE

カフェ＆パスタ ピッコリ―ノ

クチーナ カンターレ

Location

Site
Location

Site

Pasta and café available. Tables on tatami or
counter for you and your friends. Open for lunch
or dinner time. Delicious café from the machine.

If you were looking for a place to have a very
volumy dish, this is the place. It is a set meal with
drink. Close to the AEON supermarket and the
Nagahisa elementary school.

MIICHAN みいちゃん

SHUNKOUEN 茶心 春光園

Location

Site

Location

Site

The menu are Okonomiyaki, Yakisoba, Yakiudon,
Takoyaki, Ice cream and Shaved ice. The counter is
available in this very small and cute restaurant.

Do you like Japanese tea? This is for you. The café
is in the left side when you enter to the café. They
are selling Oda special local made souvenir and
food as well. Do not you want to try coffee and tea
together? In front of Sanbegawa river.

NIGHT SPOT 21 ナイト スポット 21

CLUBE NEW KURONEKO
クラブ ニュー 黒猫
Location

Site
Location

Site

Big menu: pizza, fried chicken, sashimi, gyoza,
takoyaki, lamen, udon and a lot of different drinks.

SNACK USAGI スナック うさぎ

A space to eat, drink and sign. They do some
“dance club parties” sometimes, just call in to
check the schedule. The middle space is big and it
is possible to dance and have fun.

HACHIBANKAN 八番館

Location

Site

Open until 00:00, it is a place to drink and talk.
Counter available for just one or a group of people.
There is no day off fixed, so call in to check. Big
menu of drink.

SNACK HOTARU スナック ほたる

Location

Site

During the day, karaoke for 1000 ienes 3 hours “all
you can sign” plus a drink. Open until 00:00.

Location

Site

Natural juice from fruits or vegetables, is you book,
you can have the best roast beef in Oda.

SNACK LUMINOUS スナック ルミナス

Location

Site

Charming place with red colour sofas, tables and
counter. Look to the wall, it is unique. Close to the
Oda city Hall.

PEONY レストラン ピオニィ

Location

KAITO

海都

大田店

Site
Location

In the right side of the Oda train station, they have
morning time and lunches. The omelette with fried
rice and thin is the best option.

Site

Only one rotating sushi is the speciality. Takeout is
available too. Lunch and dinner until 21:00.

GATEAUX SANMARINO
ガトー・サンマリノ
Location

Site
They have normal menu as sweets, decorated
cakes, grilled ones and cake for weddings but they
also have some sweets changing the season or
events. The choux cream is the best option If you
want something soft and creamy.

Perfectly positioned along the mid-point of Shimane Prefecture, Oda offers everything from
mahestic mountain tops surrondeedby abundant wilderness to immaculate coastline consisting of
sand beaches, rocky shores and local fishing ports which all look out to scenic blue waters that fade
into to the deep blue icheness of the Sea of Japan. In 2007 the Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and it
cultural landscape were designated as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. A short drive away is Sanbe
Mountain and its surrounding National Park which is, among other things, home to ancient giant
tress towering more than 10 meters hight!!! These nationally designated natural treasures are sure
to impress. Along the coast lies the stunning Kotogahama Beach, famous for its squeaking sand.
The neighboring Nima Sand Museum features the biggest hourglass in Japan: a massive one year
sandglass!

Also in the town of Yunotsu, fans of world famous Japanese
pottery definitely should not miss the greatest “nobori gama”
(incline kilns) in western Japan at the “Yakimono no Sato” (pottery
village). Traditional ways are cultivated and silently shared
through each carefully hand crafted piece.

Winter, spring, summer, or fall; coloured by both history and nature throughout all the seasons!

NIMA

OSHOKUJI DOKORO TAO
御食事処 たお
Location

On the coast of the Sea of Japan about 7km
northwest of the Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine,
Tomogaura in Nima-town was the port from which
silver and silver ore was shipped in the early 16th
century. Just through the tunnel leading to
Tomogaura port, Kotogahama beach ranks as one
Japan’s Top 100 beaches! The nearby Sand Museum is
the largest in the world.

RESUTORAN KOKOTTO れすとらんココット

Location

Site

“Nakisuna Lamen” is the best famous meal. Special
sweets in the afternoon, tables and tatami available

YUSAKO ONSEN RYOKAN
湯迫温泉旅館

Site

The Set Meal are volumy and made by very fresh
sea food from the day

CHIINAKA MAME チーナカ豆

Location

Site

Special pizza and sandwiches during the summer
time. The tables are in front of the window to look
the blue color beautiful Japanese Sea.

OSAKANA DOKORO RYOURI KAMEYA
おさかな処 料理かめや

Location

Site
Close to the Sand Museum and to the Iwami
Ginzan area, you can enjoy the food and onsen. It
is very close to the famous Kotogahama beach as
well. Banquet or set meal available.

Location

Site

The “Japanese Sea Set Meal” is the famous one.
Fresh sea food used for sashimi.

SOBA KOUBOU KONOKA
そば工房 木の香
Mt.Sanbe-National Park
The highest peak in the Mt.Sanbe range rises 1126m
above sea level. There are six peaks in this circular
mountain range. The area surrounding the mountain is
divided into four areas: “Nishi no hara (west), “Higashi
no hara (east), “Kita no hara” (north) and Mt.Sanbe
Hot Springs (south). Here you can enjoy activities all
year-around, from mountain climbing to hot springs,
camping and so on.

Location

Site

The soba is made by hand, and the owner is using
just local vegetables and wasabi. It is “Tororo soba”
set meal the famous plate.

SANBE BURGER さんべバーガー

Location

Site

A place to go with you best friend = your dog!!
Sandwiches with juicy hamburger. You can ask for
a hamburger with wasabi! Can you try it?

HOSHIZORA NO RESUTORAN
石見の杜 星空のレストラン

SHIKI-NO-YADO SAHIMENO
四季の宿 さひめ野

Site

Location

Big Japanese style Hotel, Banquet and the onsen is
waiting for you to come and relax in the mountain.
Can you see the difference between the seasons?

SANBE ONSEN SOBA CAFÉ YUMOTO
さんべ温泉そばカフェ 湯元
Location

Site
Location

Site

The place can be reserved for parties or
ceremonies, just call in to book the day and the
special menu that can be served.

YAMA-NO-EKI SANBE 山の駅 さんべ

Location

Site

Reformed and reopened on July 2020. Soba for
lunch time and café in the evening. It is located in
the Onsen village on in Mt.Sanbe.

SOBADOKORO SHARA そば処 沙羅

Location

Site

Do you want to sit outside, have a good time and
look to the Sanbe mountain? This is the best place
for you. Set meal available.

Open just 3 times in a week: Tue, Wed and Thu just
for lunch time. The soba noodle is thick and have
a good combination with wasabi.

ENOTECA BISTECKERIA GINZAN

SOBA DOKORO HANAIKADA SANBE

エノテカ ビステッケリア ぎんざん

そば処 はないかだ

Location

Site
The source is made by local ingredient, they offer
the best pasta which you can have in outside
enjoying the sun and air. Just go to have this
special moment with family or friends.

Location

Site

Restaurant in the Shimane Nature Museum of
Mt.Sanbe. Try the famous “Zarusoba” or the
“Tororosoba” and see the difference in the flavour.

SANBE-SOU 国民宿舎 さんべ荘

Location

Site

A big restaurant in the Japanese style hotel at
Mt.Sanbe. Anago fish set meal is the best option,
you can have good food and enjoy the onsen.
The Sanbe Azukihara Buried Fores Park
This Buried Forest Park is a mysterious forest that has many huge trees entombed in the earth. The forest is
the result of a volcanic eruption that happened almost 4,000 years ago. In the exhibition area you can observe
closely that some trees remain standing in their original state and others having been pushed down and lay
beneath the roots. The surrounding environment is somewhat like a time capsule from 4,000 years ago.

Shimane Nature Museum of Mt.Sanbe
This is a museum that depicts nature and
the

environment. This museum also

boasts a planetarium that is the best
equipped of its kind in the entire San-in
Region. It makes for a highly educational
experience.
Sanbe Hot Spring has been know as a
premium-quality hot spring at the foot of
Mount Sanbe. The water is known to be
effective for treating rheumatism,
neuralgia, skin conditions and other health
concerns.
Kita no Hara Campsite
This campground site is surrounded by the natural scenery of Mt.Sanbe and it’s the national park.
A full range of sites are available, including an auto campsite, cabins and other facilities. Have
fun camping-out up in the relaxing mountain highlands in the camping style that suits you best!

YUNOTSU
Yunotsu is an old hot spring town that hosted local
magistrates, writers and artists. Houses line four
alleyways and the main road along an 800m stretch
eastbound from the port. The layout of the houses
remains unchanged from the early Edo Period, with
land allotted into narrow-fronted strips.

KIUNSOH 輝雲荘

RYOKAN MASUYA 旅館ますや

Location

Site

Big 100 years old Japanese style Hotel with 3
floors. You can have just in Yunotsu those fresh sea
food as banquet in the room.

SHINYU CAFE KURANOJYO
震湯カフェ内蔵丞

Location

Site
Some dishes are in a small quantity, reserve is
requested. Enjoy the food and onsen in the middle
of the city Yunotsu. Grilled fish set meal or
Banquet, you can enjoy the moment having the
best food in the region. The Hotel is retro style as
the city is very “old” style.

SPACE FUREAI YUNOTSU
温泉津ふれあい館

Location

Site

Just check the website to see the café menu. It is
a very old house from Japan Taisho era

CAFE&BAR ROAN cafe&bar 路庵

Location

Site
Reformed and reopened on April 2018. It is a
space to relax after traveling and have good time
eating the best fried Iwami pork set meal. Do not
forget to get the souvenir for family and friends.

A hot spring with a long history
of over 1,300 years and is the
only hot spring in Japan to be a
part

of

a

UNESCO

World

Heritage Site. The water is said
to

be

high

in

medicinal

properties, and there are many
people who come for extended
stays in order to rest and
recuperate.

Location

Site

Made in a 110 years old house. Simple dishes using
local meat, fishes and vegetables. Just try local
sake and beer, they are very tasty.

SENGYO NAKADA SHOTEN
鮮魚 中田商店

World Heritage Iwami Ginzan and its Cultural
Landscape
Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine was one of the world’s most
prominent silver mines for 400 years. During the Age of
Exploration it was simply known as “The Silver Mine
Kingdom” to Europeans and at its peak was responsible
for one-third of the world’s silver production. It became
a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2007.

BACKEREI KONDITOREI HIDAKA

Location

Site

Special handmade Tofu, it is just to take away. You
have to try this soft tofu with beer! It is the best.

German nationally certified couple makes bread
and sweets in Omori

Residents still live on and
care for the main street of
Iwami Ginzan. Unused
traditional residences have
been converted into cafés and
shops. A stroll along this
peaceful street allows you to
soak up the history and
culture of the area.

OSHOKUJI DOKORO OMORI

CAFE JURU Café 住留

ベッカライ コンデイトライ ヒダカ

Location

Site

お食事処おおもり

Location

Site

In front of the Omori Museum, soba and Tenpura
“deep fried” vegetables as set meal is the famous
one. Hot and cold soba available.

KISSA YAMABUKI 喫茶やまぶき

Location

Site

Pizza, pasta, curry and another meals. The
restaurant is in front of the Iwami Ginzan Park. Just
check the plate used to serve the curry! It is so cute.

GUNGENDOU 群言堂石見銀山 カフェ
Location

Site
Location

Site

Sweets made by potatoes are recommended. The
café is in the way going to the Ryugenji silver mine
operated by a couple in a simple way.

Since food, sweets, clothes and accessary available
in the 160 yearl old house reformed. The onigiri is
very famous, he they call it Omusubi in a old way
in Japanese language. The inside garden is very
beautiful and all green

GOZEN SOBA 御前そば

ZUIENT&SATURNO ズイエント

Location

Site
Location

Site

Located in the point where you star your tour in the
Omori area, famous as Iwami Ginzan, the Gelato
Waffe is the best option to have a coffee with.

Maybe they have a “hide” special menu from the
day, just ask! Soba, set meal and udon with local
vegetables are the best option. Do you know what
is Umeboshi? Just try it to discover.

TRAVEL BACK IN TIME AS YOU STROLL
THROUGH A UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE
Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine World Heritage Center
The World Heritage Center displays current research
projects as well as up-to-date findings. Through
displays of excavated items, replica models and
video footage, visitors are sure to come away with a
greater appreciation and enhanced understanding of
the true value of this World Heritage Site.

Ryugenji Mabu Mine Shaft
Along the 157 meter long section open to the public, chisel
marks which carved out the shaft remain and await your
discovery. Inside the shaft, visitors can view the “Iwami
Ginzan Picture Scroll” and learn about traditional mining
at Iwami Ginzan.

Gohyaku-rakan / Rakan-ji Temple

Rakan-ji was a temple founded for the repose of the souls of the people who had worked at the Iwami
Ginzan Silver Mine. Rustic stone bridges lead to Buddhist statues enshrined in 3 caves, surroundedby
500 stone arhat figures (known as Gohyaku-rakan) each individually engraved with a variety of
unique expressions.

Kigami Shrine

Home to the god who protects Omori Town and
Iwami Ginzan, the ceiling of the main building
is painted with a dragon, who will “roaf” if you
sit below him and clap.

Silver Mine area
There remain countless mina shafts, referred to locally
as “Mabu” throughout the surrounding hills. A peaceful
walk will lead you past temples and smelter sights.

